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Abstract 

Cloudlet is a recent topic that has attained much interest in network system 
research. It can be characterized as a PaaS (Platform as a Service) layer that 
allows mobile clients to execute their code in the cloud. Cloudlet can be 
seen as a layer at the edge of the communication network.  

In this thesis, we present a cloudlet architecture design which includes 
cloudlet code as a part of client application itself. We first provide an 
overview of related work and describe existing challenges which need to be 
addressed. Next, we present an overview design for a cloudlet-based 
implementation. Finally, we present the cloudlet architecture including a 
prototype of both client application and cloudlet server. For the prototype 
of a CO2 data visualization application, we focus on how to format the 
functions in client side, how to schedule cloudlet PaaS in the server, and 
how to make the server scalable. Finally, we conclude with a performance 
evaluation. 

Cloudlet technology is likely to be widely applied in IoT projects, such as 
data visualization of air quality and water quality, for fan control and traffic 
steering, or other use cases. Compared to the traditional centralized cloud 
architecture, cloudlet has high responsiveness, flexibility and scalability. 
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Sammanfattning 

Cloudlet är en ny teknik som har fått stort intresse inom nätverksforskning. 
Tekniken kan beskrivas som en PaaS-plattform (Platform as a Service) som 
tillåter mobila klienter att exekvera sin kod i molnet. Cloudlet kan ses som 
ett lager i kanten av kommunikationsnätet. 

I denna rapport presenteras en cloudlet-baserad arkitektur som inkluderar 
cloudlet-kod som en del av själva tillämpning på klient-sidan. Vi ger först 
en översikt av relaterat arbete inom området och beskriver existerande 
utmaningar som behöver adresseras. Därefter presenterar vi en 
övergripande design för en cloudlet-baserad implementering. Slutligen 
presenterar vi cloudlet-arkitekturen, inklusive en prototypimplementation 
av både klient-tillämpning och cloudlet-server. I vår prototyp av en data-
visualiseringstillämpning för CO2, fokuserar vi på hur man formaterar 
funktionerna på klientsidan, hur man schemalägger cloudlet-PaaS på 
serversidan, samt hur servern kan göras skalbar. Rapporten avslutas med 
en prestandautvärdering. 

Cloudlet-tekniken bedöms i stor utsträckning att användas i IoT-projekt, 
såsom datavisualisering av luftkvalitet och vattenkvalitet, fläktstyrning och 
trafikstyrning eller andra användningsområden. Jämfört med den 
traditionella centraliserade molnarkitekturen har cloudlet hög respons, 
flexibilitet och skalbarhet. 
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1 Introduction  

With the growth of cloud technology, the decentralized cloud has the trend 
to take place of the centralized cloud. Cloud resources are moving closer to 
clients and tend to have higher operational speed and more complex 
architecture. High responsiveness of cloud computing and 5G technology 
pushes the booming development of IoT (Internet of Things), especially for 
facilities with mobility such as cars, and distributed sensor networks as 
Smart-City. Auto-driven cars are time critical due to safety reasons, and 
smart-city with IoT infrastructure relies more on scalability. In the future, 
decentralized clouds may take place of local hardware as computational 
resources on mobile devices. 

 

Figure 1-1 Cloud is moving towards mobile devices nowadays 

1.1 Problem Background 

The concept of Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) has been brought up since 
2013 and grew rapidly with strong demand by decentralized computing. 
Radio Applications Cloud Server (RACS), European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI), Open Edge Computing Initiative (OEC) and 
related organizations were launched to set up the standard and satisfy such 
demands. 

Cloudlet has been presented as an Edge Cloud which performs as a bridge 
between client and server [1]. The result shows that cloudlet has the metrics 
of high responsiveness, scalability, security and high fault tolerance. As an 
important MEC component, cloudlet improves the reliability and response 
time of Mobile Internet of Things. Conforming to the trend, researchers 
have designed a D2D (Device-to-device) architecture [2] to shorten the 
time delay of data offloading. Cellular Vehicular Networks [3] was also 
created to enhance the capacity of MEC servers. Some research also proved 
the feasibility to use an SDN (Software Defined Network)-based 
architecture on MEC [4], which may bring higher response time. 

In 5G era, mobile devices can have higher frequency accessing the internet 
through any local base station where a cloudlet locates. The higher 
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frequency of communication means scaling request flow and higher 
computing pressure in a cloudlet server. MEC also encounters new 
challenges in the 5G era. YiFan’s Research states that although many novel 
MEC architectures have solved problems such as content delivery 
acceleration, content optimization, and traffic offloading, there are still 
new challenges, for example, charging and policy control, mobile 
computation offloading, edge cloud infrastructure and convergence with 
NFV (Network Function Virtualization) [5]. Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) 
needs to be finely orchestrated when applied to MEC architectures. 

Decentralized cloud solutions “move” the computation resource to the edge 
of the cloud infrastructure. It provides opportunities for development of 
Smart-Home and Smart-City IoT applications. A Smart-City framework 
has been proposed to support diverse applications using MEC [6]. 
Migration latency and data loss have been measured in such research. With 
the short migration latency and security advantages, MEC-based control is 
also used for autonomous driving which stabilizes the driving trajectory [7]. 
With the scaling metrics of MEC, SDN-based architecture Edge IoT [8] was 
proposed to handle distributed IoT Devices and raw data streams. Smart-
City applications can be also used on traffic, air quality, energy 
provisioning, data recording and reusing.  

The Swedish Vinnova project Green IoT aims to provide an open database 
for “smart city” sensors to make the city more environmentally friendly, 
such as sensing of air and water quality for fan control and traffic steering. 
In this case, a new issue has been brought out to meet the IoT technology 

needs. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Our aim is to achieve high responsiveness and maximize the flexibility for 
mobile application development, by applying code offloading mechanism 
and container technology on a simple IoT use case.  

This use case should be a representative of different IoT use cases, which 
requires higher responsiveness, scalability, and with more flexibility than 
nowaday solutions. 

1.3 Approach 

1.3.1 Requirements 

The architecture should meet some of the requirements to achieve the needs 
of Smart-City IoT use cases. It includes responsiveness, scalability, usability, 
and flexibility. 

- Reduce time consumption for function compilation and execution. 

Reduce time consumption when the server dealing with scaling 

requests.  

- Increase flexibility for the application of server-side code. Support 

massive IoT use cases, provide flexible API (Application Programming 

Interface) layers provided by the service, to install different modules for 

software updates.  
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- Be able to deal with scaling user equipment requests. Minimize the 

latency decrease when connecting with more users. 

- Prohibit unauthorized user modify server code. Ensure the security in 

both control channel and data channel. 

1.4 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability 

1.4.1 Benefits 

The System is for environmental friendly concern and can be a reference to 
eco-friendly IoT project implementation in Stockholm. It is connected to 
city database with data of air quality, traffic condition, and energy 
provision. People can get access to these data and be aware of the 
surrounding environment, to be inspired to protect it. 

1.4.2 Ethics 

- Beneficial: this research is finding out a solution for future MEC 

implementation, to increase performance of cloud services, push the 

development of IoT technology. 

- Data privacy: this research uses simulated data and will not interfere 

with any user data privacy. 

- Integrity: The technique uses open source tools including Node.js and 

Docker, also open source for third party users to reuse. 

1.4.3 Sustainability 

The project has positive effect on ecological sustainability. The aim is to 
offload computational load to cloudlet server from user equipment, which 
may reduce the battery cost of the user, indirectly saves electrical energy. 
With the use case of smart-city, eco-friendly software also takes advantage 
of scaling data and saves more natural resources. 

1.5 Delimitations 

Due to the limit time and resources for this project, the prototype may have 
limited amount of simulated data compare with real data, which may not 
represent real scaling use cases.  

1.6 Disposition 

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the theoretical 
background of the server architecture. Chapter 3 the methodology. In 
Chapter 4, the procedure of system development is presented in detail, 
which shows the main challenges of the project. Then the results and 
quantitative and qualitative analysis are displayed in Chapter 5. Finally, the 
conclusion and future work are proposed in Chapter 6.   
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2 Background in Edge Computing 

Open source cloud computing projects, for example, OpenStack, Docker, 
Unikernel, Kubernetes, Iron.io catalyzes the booming development of edge 
cloud computing. With the help of these open source projects, many new 
architectures of MEC were proposed [3], [9], [10]. During the thesis 
research, open source tools such as Docker, Iron.io, Kubernetes, and 
Unikernel gave away a deep understanding of cloud computing. Also, 
Software development tools including Java, Python, Golang, Node.js and 
Android API offers strong support to project construction. 

2.1 Mobile Edge Computing 

 

 

Figure 2-1： introduction of MEC 

The term of fog computing is firstly coined by Cisco, “this decentralized 
infrastructure makes data transfer more easily in wireless and distributed 
environment, which offers strong support for IoT projects” [11]. MEC, as is 
shown in Figure 2-1, extend the concept of fog computing and is described 
as “provides IT (Information Technology) and cloud-computing 
capabilities within the RAN (Radio Access Network) in close proximity to 
mobile subscribers” [12] by ETSI.  

One representative use case for MEC is IoT, which requires real-time 
capability and scaling data generation through a radio network. In IoT 
applications, MEC provides highly distributed computing environment 
and benefit real-time radio and network information. ETSI has published 
some possible deployment scenarios of MEC, at the LTE macro base station 
(eNB) site, at the multi-technology (3G or LTE) cell aggregation site and at 
the 3G Radio Network Controller (RNC) site [13]. 

Cloudlet represents a 3-tier hierarchy “mobile device - cloudlet -cloud” and 
can be viewed as “data center in a box” [14]. Cloudlet was developed by 
CMU (Carnegie Mellon University) with an open source platform in 
OpenStack. Cloudlet offers strong support for MEC in IoT projects and 
becomes the core of the MEC architecture. A Cloudlet PaaS occupies less 
space and requires less space compares to the centralized cloud. 
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Above all, MEC offers many benefits to IoT projects and cloud industry and 
have enough potential to take the trend of cloud computing in the 5G era. 

2.2 Cloud Computing Hierarchy 

2.2.1 Centralized Cloud Computing 

 
Figure 2-2: Traditional way of application deployment 

In 2006, Amazon Web Service (AWS) firstly launched and pushed 
centralized cloud computing to be a mainstream in web developing [15]. In 
2012, centralized cloud computing has been widely used by small start-ups 
due to its low costs and high reliability. Resources are moved away from 
end-users to the centralized data center.  

Some researchers have discussed the advantage of centralized cloud [16]. 
Central control of cloud computing may accumulate as much data as 
possible, which may be useful for data mining and big data analysis. 
Centralized management also ensures data confidentiality and privacy 
which protects copyrights for published artworks.  

Apart from the flexibility it brings to clients and benefits it brings to the 
society, the centralized cloud still has a technical deficiency in response 
time and energy consumption. 

Centralized cloud is always in a remote place away from the client, which 
will take a considerable time for data transmission. As is shown in Figure 1 
below, whenever the client needs a data, it must request the server and the 
server fetches the according to data from the back-end database. This 
architecture deploys the computation part to the client device, which may 
cause a high-energy consumption and slow computational speed.  

When the developers deploy the computation part on the server side, they 
must rent their own cloud server and spend time maintain the cloud server. 
Either the development process or maintenance will increase the cost for a 
start-up company. Both front-end and back-end developer will have a 
heavy workload in a traditional centralized cloud development cycle. 
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2.2.2 Container Technology for Improving Server Development 

In November 2015, AWS proposed a serverless architecture which breaks 
the traditional 3-tier architecture of web application design [17]. The new 
architecture is called AWS Lambda and provides high availability, 
scalability, and security.  

Instead of deploying server code on a single server on the centralized cloud, 
developers create their server code on a PaaS server, each of them owning 
a part of the storage spaces. This architecture saves development cost by 
reducing maintenance on the back-end. Start-up companies may have 
more resources devoted to front-end design. And the centralized cloud 
management still exists which will continuously ensure data privacy and 
confidentiality.  

Developers pack backend code into a function and upload to the serverless 
service by specified CLI (Common Language Interface). The response takes 
place when a client sends a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) request to 
the server to trigger functions. In general, the serverless architecture does 
2 things: packing different functions with command lines; triggering 
different containers with different URLs. 

From plain server to single functions, the cloud server is gradually divided 
into smaller units and gain faster response time and less space, which leads 
to less maintenance and simpler development. However, specified CLI 
limits the flexibility of this kind of architecture. Software depends on 
“triggers” and “pre-setup” to be executed on the server.  

2.2.3 Code Offload mechanism for Flow design 

 

Figure 2-3: Implement cloudlet PaaS with an external database 

In the future, server code may be more customized. And everything will be 
based on “Rising flow” [18]. Fixed users like IoT devices may need a fixed 
server and traditional functions. However, active users may have the needs 
to customize their behavior using a data flow. In other words, the behavior 
of the users will be abstracted as a flow and executed in certain order. And 
this serial of behaviour can be described as a kind of code, which could be 
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offloaded to the remote server. Customizing the user behaviours and 
achieve the interaction with server side is the aim. 

Different from AWS Lambda creating fixed behaviour at the back-end 
server, a new kind of code offloading mechanism, where back-end code is 
embedded in front-end code has been brought up. This idea may bring 
more flexibility to the system, reduce the mobile devices’ energy 
consumption and tasks’ execution latency [19]. Offloading mechanism let 
deployment of server processes at the same time with the deployment of 
applications. What’s more, cloudlet PaaS also minimizes the memory space 
as a part of server code is stored on client side. 

 

Figure 2-4: Implement cloudlet PaaS with an internal database 

Transmission security is the main concern of the system. Malicious code 
can get into the server easily and crush down the whole system. Adding 
authentication for uploading is a way to ensure the safety of the server. 
During the code transfer, hackers may hijack in the middle of the transfer 
and know or change the source code of the project. By using HTTPS 
protocol in transferring data or transfer encrypted code can defend such 
attacks. However, any measures taken to defend hackers may have trade-
offs with execution time. 

Heavy computation load is offloaded on the server side to save energy on 
the client side. The client even can offload code in different length on 
various battery conditions to gain the fastest speed and lowest power 
consumption. Thankfully to the booming technology on Chips and 
Computational speed n mobile devices, these aspects may be solved 
respectively. 

2.3 Cloud Computing Server Development Tools 

2.3.1 Node.js based on JavaScript 

Node.js is a server-side JavaScript environment based on Google V8 engine 
an asynchronous I/O event-driven model. Node.js doesn’t rely on multi-
threads to support function executions [20]. As is shown in  Figure 2-5 
below, client requests are sent to the server as an asynchronous event in 
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the event queue, while the call back functions return the results 
asynchronously. JavaScript’s strong support to event callback makes it 
easier to build up an event handler in Node.js server. 

 
Figure 2-5: Event loop in Node.js System 

V8 engine translates JavaScript directly into machine code ensures the fast 
execution speed of Node.js. Ever-growing “npm packages” also bring 
Node.js considerable usability. High fault-tolerant compiler and object-
oriented code style make Node.js easier for a developer to use. Also, as a 
front-end language, JavaScript can perform well in the back-end as well. 
By using Node.js as a back-end server, many front-end developers can take 
part in the server design, which meets the original intention of this cloudlet 
PaaS project: To increase the flexibility and minimize the cost for 
developing an IoT project. 

Node.js server handles offloaded functions, schedule different containers, 
and get data from MySQL database. Because all the computational loads 
are arranged in Docker containers so that single-thread and asynchronous 
event queue let Node.js server running in an effective mode. 

2.4 Cloudlet PaaS selection 

To build a cloudlet server mentioned in 2.2.2, some open source tools are 
required such as Node.js for server construction, Docker or Unikernel for 
environment support and Android for use cases implementation. In this 
section, introduction and selection of each composition tool will be 
described in detail. 

2.4.1 Docker 

Compared to Virtual Machine, Docker containers are built directly on 
hardware OS (Operating System) with a flexible melodized design. Docker 
supports 5 different storage engines and set AUFS (Advanced Multi-layered 
Unification Filesystem) as default storage architecture. As a container 
visualization technique, Docker is based on namespace over Linux container 
technique.   

Figure 2-6 shows one case of a read-write container and its layer 
constructions. The Docker server is built on multiple layers of read-only 
images and multiple layers have father-children relationships. This 
technique ensures the individuality of all running containers. The failure 
of one running container will not take influence on others. Also, read-only 
images defend attacks from Docker containers towards the hardware. 
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Figure 2-6: Docker construction demonstrated in layers 

In terms of short delay and high scalability, Docker is now widely used in 
cloudlet PaaS construction. One research compared starting time between 
Docker and KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine). The results showed that 
Docker has less boot time, import time and communication overhead [21]. 
If the implementation is on Raspberry Pi 2, a Docker server shows the 
negligible difference with native execution [22]. Another research 
proposed an orchestration named “Docker” in order to obtain security and 
less overhead in multitask computing [23]. These merits make Docker a 
competitive tool for IoT implementation.  

The target project described in 2.1.3 requires a scalable cloudlet PaaS 
provides multiple environments to support paralleled functions in multiple 
languages. Setting up multiple Docker containers and create Docker 
clusters could be a possible solution to the problem. 

2.4.2 Unikernel 

  

Figure 2-7: Specification with Unikernels 

Unikernel is a new approach to deploy cloud services. Unikernel is used for 
single-purpose appliances that are compile-time specialized into 
standalone kernels, which offers a significant reduction in image sizes, 
improves efficiency and security, and also reduces operational costs [24]. 
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Unikernel is still under developing and various open source service based 
on Unikernel such as ClickOS, MirageOS, OSv, runtime.js, Rumprun are 
widely used in cloud service. 

Runtime.js is a node.js virtualization machine which runs on QEMU with 
the support of Unikernel. Node.js server can be built on runtime.js with 
specialized functions, which minimize the server size. The developer can 
modify bash command in runtime.js to get expected results. 

According to a research comparing the performance of Docker, VM (Virtual 
Machine), and OSv based on Unikernel, OSv outperforms Docker and 
Linux or KVM in particular circumstance [21]. However, Docker’s 
multiple-layer file system makes it easy for prototyping. Unikernel as a 
single-purpose oriented cloud construction tool could be applied to the 
prototype of a project. Unikernel is set as a goal of future in this project. 

 

2.5 Mobile Programming Language 

2.5.1 Android File System 

 

Figure 2-8: Android System Architecture 

Android is a mobile operating system developed by Google. Common 
devices such as smartphones or tablets are applying Android operating 
systems. The typical android system has four layers: Linux Kernel, 
Libraries and Runtime, Application Framework and Applications [25]. 
Android application is designed based on the Android system, using 
Android API. They usually based on Android SDK (Software Development 
Kit), developed by Eclipse or Android Studio, and runs on Dalvik Virtual 
Machine (DVM) directly above the hardware layer on the phone. 

Android uses libraries written in C and has Java-compatible libraries for 
applications. Start with Android 5.0, Android Runtime (AOT) replaces 
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Just-in-Time (JIT) to be a new runtime environment for Android system, 
to offer a faster response time after an application is launched. Considering 
the open source feature and high-performance Android system provides, 
the project applied Android application as target client device in Green IoT 
scenario. 

As is shown in Figure 2-8, Java program is usually interpreted to class file 
by JVM (Java Virtual Machine) on desktop OS. However, in Android, Java 
functions are directly compiled by DVM after the release of an application, 
so that it is difficult to abstract Java functions from Android application 
and offload which to Java cloudlet server. Thus, Java functions to be 
offloaded should be isolated from Android application source code. “Asset” 
is a function which provides a space for attached file storage in Android 
application packages after a release of an application. Functions in 
different languages can be stored in “Asset” folder and offloaded to PaaS 
server by an Android application.   
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3 Methodology 

The thesis Project is based on a cloudlet project prototyping and both 
quantitative and qualitative evaluation are taken place. To verify and 
estimate the performance of the cloudlet architecture, a prototyping and 
variable control tests were applied to this thesis project.  

A cloudlet PaaS architecture is proposed for a specified Green IoT use case 
which simulates and records the density of CO2. However, this use case is 
an example among many use cases in Green IoT Project. The CO2 project 
is simple enough to test the loop and show the performance of the proposed 
architecture. 

3.1 Green IoT Use Case Prototyping 

 

Figure 3-1: CO2 reader application implemented based on cloudlet PaaS 

Green IoT database have data storage of real-time air, water and traffic 
data, which can be used for traffic, weather prediction and statistical 
analysis. One use case of Green IoT which can be tested by target cloudlet 
and mobile application is real-time CO2 data. Central database stores real-
time density of CO2 in different directions. These data can be accessed by 
Green IoT applications and calculated. For example, the traffic system may 
know the exact location where traffic jam happens by checking if the 
density of CO2 is above average. 

As a use case, “CO2 reader” is going to be created for this novel architecture 
implementation. Compared to a real use case, this use case is simplified to 
show the architecture of cloudlet PaaS and easy to modify and be reused. 
It is divided into 2 parts, one is on mobile devices and another one is on an 
Ubuntu server machine as a PaaS Platform. The use case can represent all 
kinds of non-SIM IoT device access use cases. It may show the possibility 
of the environment build up. 

As is shown in Table 3-1, CO2 sensors get the density data and transfer 
them to the cloudlet station, then run functions for the client devices. It is 
assumed that all CO2 data is already stored on the cloudlet server, so some 
new data are created in MySQL database on Ubuntu machine to simulate 
the Cloudlet station. These data are of numbers of 900, covers from March 
6th to April 2nd. As is shown in Table 3-1, these data have a sample time of 
interval of 3 hours and under 4 different directions in the same sample time. 
Density data ranges from 0 to 1, simulate the percentage of CO2 in the air. 
All data are generated by random function with C. Each data stores in order 
of timestamps and have its own identity number. 
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In MySQL database, density data is shown by date, time and orientation. 
Also, all data can be traced by an identification number. 

Table 3-1: Basic attributes of simulated CO2 data 

Criteria Value 

Date Mar.6-Apr.2 

Time 00:00, 03:00, 06:00, 09:00, 
12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:00. 

Orientation north, south, west, east 
Density 0<Density<1 

Beside the cloudlet server, there are many different mobile devices 
connected to the cloudlet server, and using data from cloudlet database. 
The cloudlet needs to deal with different kinds of functions offloaded from 
mobile devices and make use of the data in the database. 

Apart from CO2 data, other kinds of data like humidity, traffic, 
temperature data can also be stored inside the cloudlet server and other 
functions can be implemented the same way as “CO2 reader” does. 

APIs are designed for the convenience of user-end developers. To send 
requests and trigger functions in Node.js server, HTTP requests have been 
wrapped into Restful APIs and easy for Java or Python to use. These Restful 
requests are again wrapped by some Java or Python classes, so developers 
can use these classes directly in their functions. APIs are also an 
abstraction of user behaviors. Different APIs can combine different user 
behavior flows. 

 

Figure 3-2 APIs created for code offloading architecture 

APIs are also designed for the convenience of server-side developers. To 
get access to MySQL database and create containers easily, I created some 
reliable files in Node.js server for server-side developers to get access to.  

4 kinds of different APIs are used for 3 different part of the architecture.  
First, a simple user interface is designed as an Android application. 
Functions are designed to fetch resources and upload them to the server. 
Then, a Node.js Server is developed to be the interface between Server and 
Docker containers. Containers are scheduled by the server and functions 
are delivered through the server. Besides, a function interface is designed 
inside Docker container and automatically deployed when a container 
starts. It contains Java or Python dependencies and can get access to the 
MySQL database. MySQL server access also has an additional API. 

 

3.2 Green IoT Use Case Performance Test 
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The project is implemented on Dell Latitude E6540 as a cloudlet server and 
Xiaomi MI5 as a client-server. Redmi Note3 is implemented as a 
comparison client when doing results measurements. All detail attributes 
of the machines are listed below. 

The qualitative test includes evaluation of accuracy and performance of 
basic functions which are carried out during the cloudlet PaaS and Android 
application development. The qualitative test ensures the basic logic 
between the application and the server, which is optimized and debugged 
during the test period. The quantitative test is executed when the system 
development completes. The comparison is made between the novel 
cloudlet architecture and traditional centralized cloud architecture, to 
show the effect of offloading mechanism applying on IoT Gateway by 
recording response time differences. Multiple threads tasks are also 
executed in the system to test the scalability of the cloudlet. All 
measurements are carried out with key variables controlled. 

Table 3-2: Linux Test platform as both client and server 

Dell Latitude E6540 (Cloudlet Server) 
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4610M CPU @ 3.00GHz x 4 
System Memory 16GB 
Disk 1TB 
System Version Ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS 
Kernel Version 4.4.0-79-generic 

 

Table 3-3: Mobile device platform as client 

Xiaomi MI5 (Client Machine) 
Processor Quad-core (2x2.15 GHz Kryo and 2x1.6 GHz Kryo) 
System Memory 64GB 
Android Version 7.0 NRD90M 
Kernel Version 3.18.31-perf 
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4  Project Prototyping 

Thesis project prototype is designed into 4 different iterations, which was 
carried out to minimized the design error. Each iteration has its own 
requirements and the next iteration requirements may change due to the 
measurement result of the current one. 

Project development includes both server side and client side. Server-side 
development including container development and web server 
development, where container scheduling, MySQL connection, function 
compiling and function caching are implemented. On the client side, the 
development includes parsing of all kinds of the data stream. 

Android Studio is the tool used for client development on Windows. 
MySQL Workbench, Eclipse are tools used for server development on 
Linux. In this chapter, more details are introduced for development 
iterations and difficulties by different part of the system. 

API implementation and exposed functions are described in chapter 7.  

4.1 Overview of the project architecture 

 
Figure 4-1: Architecture of Client Application and Cloudlet Server 

 Figure 4-1 shows the architecture of both client and server. The whole 
project is consisting of 3 parts: Android application, Node.js Server, 
MySQL database, and software environment within a Docker container. 
Except for Android application, other parts belong to the cloudlet PaaS. 
Arrows show the data flow from client to server and finally comes back to 
the client. And a timeline for the data flow is drawn under the image, which 
shows an approximate time occupation in the real request cycle. 
Description of Timeline is shown in chapter 3.2. 

The Android application is installed on a mobile phone with Java or Python 
functions stored as resource files. Users can search for CO2 data 
information from the application through the cloudlet server. The method 
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is code offloading method which offloads Java or Python functions to the 
Docker containers on cloudlet server and waits for the result. 

Node.js server is the scheduler coordinates all other 2 parts in the project. 
Node.js server puts client requests in an event queue, then start the Docker 
container on cloudlet server, read data from MySQL and store and send the 
result data back to the client device. Node.js server is based on HTTP and 
either Mobile devices or Docker containers are using HTTP request to 
communicate with this server. HTTP server has an advantage of Restful 
API and easy to modify to HTTPS server with higher security consideration. 

Docker containers are controlled and scheduled by the Node.js server. All 
containers are based on the Docker images stored on the cloudlet machine.  
Containers will be created whenever the Docker image is updated, and 
always listens to requests if the server lives. When the function is offloaded 
at the first time, it will be copied inside a Docker container and the Node.js 
server will record its name and caches it into a list. This list is a reference 
whenever a function is sent to the server. This method saves time for code 
compilation and improve the efficiency. 

The finalized Docker container is based on Ubuntu and either Java 
functions or Python functions are stored in the same container. Along with 
the programming environment, MySQL database and all the simulated 
CO2 data are also stored inside the container. When the function is 
executed in Docker container, it communicates directly with Node.js server 
through localhost, which is proved to have ignorable time delay compared 
with the situation when functions are executed in native server [22].  

Either Java or Python programs have dependence libraries already 
installed in the container on cloudlet. These libraries support offloaded 
functions to read or write data from or to the server. As is demonstrated in  
Figure 4-1, these dependency functions are packaged, compiled and waits 
to be called by different functions 

MySQL database is created inside each container. All data are generated by 
MySQL scripts. Either Java and Python functions can read from inner 
MySQL database by libraries provided by Java or Python. However, 
MySQL service should be started every time the container restarts. 

4.2 Development Iterations 

The project development is under 4 iterations. Each iteration optimizes the 
existing functions and adds more functions to the system. 

4.2.1 First—Android prototype 

Basic functions are designed in the first iteration. The framework was 
designed for Android and Node.js server, simulated MySQL data. Simple 
average functions were added in Java and Python in Android application, 
which is offloaded to the server machine. After each offloading, Node.js 
server will start to build a new image based on the offloaded function and 
execute it. After the functions’ execution, the result was stored in MySQL 
database rather than Node.js server. 
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Figure 4-2: First Iteration project construction 

In the first iteration, neither Function API nor Restful API is designed. It 
is aiming at the use case realization. The content of the CO2 reader and the 
way application presents data to the users was defined. On the server side, 
a simple framework was defined to make Docker container work. The 
server retrieved all data at once so that the system is not flexible for other 
functions. Also, the image was built every time which brought considerable 
time delay for each request. 

4.2.2 Second—Cache functions 

 

Figure 4-3: second iteration project construction 

In the second iteration, Java API and Restful API were designed for Node.js 
server. The server will retrieve single data from the database which makes 
the system more flexible to support more kinds of functions. Besides, a 
cache mechanism was implemented in iteration 2. Before each function 
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was offloaded, the server will check if the container was running, if so, the 
server directly executes the already cached container to save time. Also, a 
new method was applied to the system which makes it possible to store 
result data in server itself rather than MySQL database. 

The goal of second iteration design is to optimize the server responsiveness. 
But as a result of the optimization, the server supported language excludes 
python and focus on Java API design as a simple test for the cache 
mechanism. In the second iteration, it was able to compare the 
performance of offloading mechanism and traditional client-server model. 
However, the system is not scalable and can only support Java functions. 

4.2.3 Third—multiple devices with an external database 

 

Figure 4-4: third iteration project construction 

In the third iteration, Python functions are added to the system and have 
its own container and schedule queue. HTTPS was also applied to the 
system to strengthen the security. 

The third iteration aiming at bringing python into the server to see if any 
kinds of language can execute on the server side, also, adding the capability 
of scheduling different request from different mobile devices. It shows the 
possibility in the back-end server of dealing with all kinds of clients. 

After the third iteration, the scalable test is executed. Multiple functions in 
different languages were simulated on the platform. 

4.2.4 Forth--Built-in MySQL database 

As is shown in  Figure 4-1, the project in forth iteration is designed with the 
internal database in each Docker container. Java, Python, MySQL 
environment is implemented in Ubuntu images and duplicated for all 
different mobile devices. 

The fourth iteration aiming at promoting the performance on dealing with 
scaling requests. The idea is to move the database inside the server to find 
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the real bottle-neck of the system. Iteration 4 also shows the possibility of 
using an Ubuntu container which could be a more flexible but costly choice 
of back-end service type. 

4.3 Server Side Design 

Node.js server is the main body of the project. It connects to Local Memory, 
MySQL database and exposes HTTP ports to client devices and Docker 
containers. A strict design is required for node server design to make the 
project runs efficiently. Table 4-4 depicts the file structure of a Node.js 
server on Ubuntu environment, which is extensive. 

4.3.1 Server Structure 

Table 4-4: server source code construction 

co2reader 

conf 
db.js 

file.js 

dao 

user.js 

list.js 

sqlMap.js 

node_modules (shown in packages detail) 

routes 

index.js 

co2.js 

fileuploads.js 

https.js 

certificate.pem 

privatekey.pem 

centrequest.csr 

The server is divided into 5 parts. Folder “conf” stores configuration value 
including MySQL login detail and upload file paths. Folder “dao” stores 
objects which may call by HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) URLs. 
“user” defines the action when expected URL is called by clients. “list” 
extends a linked list structure which is used for cached containers on the 
server. “sqlMap” defines the MySQL API mentioned in chapter 3.3.2. 
“node_modules” folder stores JavaScript packages which is described in 
chapter 4.1.2. “routes” folder stores URL information. All URL commands 
related to CO2 sensor applications are stored in “co2.js”. “https.js” file and 
its related files support the server works under HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol Secure) protocol for concerns of data security. 

4.3.2 Node.js package 

Table 4-5: Node.js npm packages descriptions 

Node.js Version: v8.0.0-pre    npm Version:4.1.2 
Package Version Description 
express 4.15.2 Lightweight website framework 
https 1.0.0 Provide https library in node 
linkedlist 1.0.1 Linked list data structure 
multer 1.3.0 For file uploads 
mysql 2.13.0 get access to MySQL database 
shelljs 0.7.7 Execute Linux command on server 
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“npm” makes it easier for JavaScript developers share, reuse and update 
code [26]. These third-party packages on npm can be used in Node.js 
server by installing certain packages. The following packages were applied 
in this project. Table 4-5 shows the applied npm packaged in Node.js server. 
These tools form the basic function such as HTTP requests, file uploading, 
data caching and running bash commands. 

4.3.3 LinkedList 

 
Figure 4-5: Function cache mechanism 

To cache the recently used functions and containers, a stack is designed to 
store the name of the containers and functions. A linked list type is used in 
server code to record the name of recently used functions. The newly called 
function will be stored in this queue. 

The idea using the namespace to store offloaded function is a very easy 
implementation of distinguishing different client. However, in the real use 
case, we may apply some handshakes between different users. 

It is an example of caching with a look up table of names, however, adding 
hash names or fingerprints would be better for real case, which potentially 
avoid multiple devices offloading a same function on the cloudlet server.  

4.3.4 Keys, Maps as locks 

It takes time for the server to process data, so a waiting mechanism is 
designed to schedule jobs in server and clients. When a client is sending 
out a request, it also sends out a reference number which is used for 
fetching the results. For the confliction of result fetching, a semaphore as 
request checking bits is implemented.  

Whenever a function is uploaded, the server will allocate a container for it. 
The container will be locked by assign 1 to a check bit and no other function 
will be uploaded to this container. When the container finishes its job, and 
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sends results back, it will reset the check bit to 0. Also, the reference 
number is also locked when a function is uploaded and unlocked when the 
result is sent back. In this way, there will be fewer conflicts in the system 
and more easy to implement. The reaction speed of the client has the 
resolution of 1 millisecond. 

In the implementation, a key-map is used to create locks on the server. 
Each reference number and function name has 2 map values of lock or 
unlock.  

4.3.5 Key-Map structure in Cloudlet Server 

Key-map structure (described in 4.1.5) is used for scheduling between 
Docker container and the Node.js server. Each function has a reference 
value and a function name when the function is finished to compile on the 
container, it will set the name map value to 1; when the function is finished 
to run on the container, it will set the reference map value to result. The 
client can know if the function is finished compilation or execution by 
reading map value on the server. Before the map is assigned, it is set to -1. 

4.3.6 Docker images 

Docker containers can be named by the user and can run in interactive 
mode. In this way, Docker containers run parallel and can be designed by 
the developer. In this project, all the containers are based on specified 
Ubuntu image where installs certain MySQL database, JDK, JRE and 
Python Environment. Docker containers can be duplicated and run as 
isolated virtual devices on the operating system. 

Table 4-6: Docker Image size detail 

Image type Environment Image size 

Ubuntu JRE, Python, MySQL, Curl 1.44G 

Java8 JRE, Curl 678MB 

Python JRE, Curl 229MB 

In the first 3 iterations, Docker images are created based on different 
language environments. Dependent libraries files are copied into the 
container using “docker build” command. Configuration details are written 
in Dockerfile. 

In the last iteration, the finalized Docker image combines all the 
environment and with MySQL database created inside. The complexity of 
the final image makes it unable to use “docker build” to set up. The 
developer uses the interactive mode of an Ubuntu container and run bash 
command inside, then save the condition of the container as images by 
“docker commit” command. 

Image size increases when all execution environments are implemented on 
the same Docker image. Since Docker containers have layer structures, the 
bottleneck of PaaS environment storage will be single image sizes. If the 
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condition allows, a multifunctional image which supports all kinds of 
languages will be the best choice of cloudlet implementation, for its high 
integrity and flexibility. However, if the storage space is limited, all the 
Docker images should be separated and cached, the system will download 
the according to images whenever it needs, and delete unnecessary images 
to release the storage spaces. 

4.3.7 Docker containers 

Once a container starts, it will continue running on the server and wait for 
the server’s calls. When the server restarts, the container should be restart 
by command “docker start” and all the former status are kept.  

To support different client devices, the containers will duplicate 
themselves to provide multiple environments for functions offloaded from 
different devices. The system can detect which container is free or not, and 
whether a new container needs to be created or not. 

4.4 Client-side Design 

As described in chapter 3.3.3, Android API is built on Android devices 
based version 7.0 and API version 24. All Android dependent libraries 
include Java 1.8 and Android API 25. JSON parser and interface 
components are all included in these default libraries. 

4.4.1 Android Assets 

Android “Assets” is like “Res”, which provides storage space for Resource 
files like icon images or materials used for user interface. In this project, 
due to the different file types of embedded functions, the asset has been 
used to store functions written in Java, Python or other languages. 

Resource files don’t need tags when stored in the Android asset. Function 
context.getAssets().open(filename) returns input stream read from 
resource file, which is applied to writers function in Package 
WriteResource. 

4.4.2 HTTP or HTTPS connection 

Android client connects to the server by HTTP or HTTPS protocol. HTTP 
protocol requires httpURLconnection package in Android API 25. 
Function (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection() is used for open 
connection of HTTP protocol, but it won’t return if the connection has an 
error. Functions related to GET or POST requests, for example, 
con.getInputStream() may retrieve back return values from the server or 
show the failure of connections.  

HTTPS is like HTTP protocol when applied in Android. However, due to its 
strict certificate test, it is easier to have runtime exception when applied in 
Android device. Self-signed certificate must be added to the trust list to set 
up HTTPS connections. 

4.4.3 Json data type 
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Input stream from cloudlet server usually is html code which forms the 
webpage. In this project, returned value from server is JSON data, for 
example “[{"id": "11", "location": "north"}, {"id": "15", " location ": "north"}, 
{"id": "19", " location ": "north"}]” is a JSON array get from server, searched 
by id and location. 

Package org.json.JSONArray is used to parse JSON arrays. Data type JSON 
array can be assigned by input stream and all independent value can be 
traced in a JSON array. In this project, id is searched by date time and 
location; density is searched by id. JSON parsers are also used in Java and 
Python API on the server side, to read Map value from the server for task 
scheduling. 

4.4.4 Run and Compile 

Since functions are designed to be cached on the server, the client should 
not always upload functions when needed. The client will first check if the 
function exists in the function queue, then determine to upload or not. 
When the function is first uploaded to the server, the client also sends a 
request to let the server compile the function on according container. When 
the function has already in the queue of cached functions, the client 
chooses not to upload but run the function directly in according container. 

The request to compile and run code on according container is an HTTP 
GET request, which triggers the Node.js server run bash commands on 
containers. Executable shell files are stored on the Docker images. The 
server drives the container with the shell.js library. Cached Function queue 
is created by each time a function runs on the server and supported by 
library linkedlist.js. 

4.4.5 Simple Flags in Android Design 

In Android, simple 1 or -1 flags are used to schedule different functions. 
Usually, a flag has a default value of -1, when one function is successfully 
finished, it will turn the flag into 1. The flag value is the return value of each 
function. When a function calls following another function in the Android 
application, the latter function usually checks the return value of the 
former function, pending until the former function returns 1. 

In the project, each button event has 3 “flag pending”, one for compile or 
upload checking, one for function running and another for return value 
reading. 

4.4.6 Multiple Threads in Android 

In Android 5.0, HTTP connection is not allowed to execute parallel in 
MainActivity.java. All the HTTP trigger functions should be written in 
Threads.  

“StrictMode.setThreadPolicy(New 
StrictMode.ThreadPolicy.Builder().permitAll().build())” is used to set up 
threads in Android application. 

The buttons can also be written in fragments in Android Application.  
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5 Results 

Quantitative and qualitative tests are carried out during 4 iterations. Above 
all, code offloading mechanism increases the data transfer speed and 
system flexibility. Isolated containers also support the scalability of the 
project. 

5.1 Complete Project Description 

Use cases are implemented in the Android application. First, 3 buttons 
trigger only once the request. These Java or Python functions include “find 
average” and “find the maximum value.” The function will be uploaded to 
the server and copied into a running container. After the function is 
successfully uploaded to cloudlet server, the client side will return an OK 
value to the screen. After the client successfully uploads a function to the 
container, the client prints out “200OK” to show the success. The following 
2 buttons on the interface are used for quantitative tests. A data fetch 
function written in Java or Python is triggered by the two buttons. By 
alternating the fetching times and number of loops, the quantitative test 
can be carried out. 

Node.js server also responds to the request and print out on the server. 
Developers can enter particular URLs to test program step by step. When 
a function runs on the container, the server will print out a cached function 
queue on the screen. The latest running function takes the top position of 
the queue. And the former top function is moved downwards to the bottom. 
The queue is like a stack and the latest executed function is pushed to the 
top. The maintainer may know clearly which function is running on which 
container now on the Docker engine. It is also easy for a developer to see if 
the function is already cached in the container. 

Since the project packs up various functions on the server, it is more 
flexible for developers to design their functions on the client side. Assume 
the database is fixed, the MySQL inquiry commands are packed into 
Java/Python API, which can be directly used in offload functions. These 
offload functions have multiple inputs and the main function. Once a 
function is uploaded to the server, it will compile together with Java API 
libraries and generate executable files. In this way, it is possible to 
customize the server code on client side. In order to strengthen the 
flexibility of the system under the complex circumstance, more API 
libraries can be added to the container which can be directly called by the 
function offloaded. In this way, front-end developers can undertake the 
work of which back-end developers may do. Compared with AWS Lambda, 
the project is more open source and more flexible, for it is based on Docker 
container and can be customized as much as possible. 

For Each time we restart the server machine, we have to restart Docker 
containers and also have to enable MySQL service in each running 
containers. Otherwise, the function cannot run accordingly.  
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5.2 Time responsiveness evaluation 

 
Figure 5-1: Execution time difference in 4 iterations 

 Figure 5-1 shows the response time improvement of 4 develop iterations. 
In iteration 1, the project uses the code offloading mechanism which is 
assumed to perform better than the traditional way of application 
implementation. In iteration 2 and 3, a cache function mechanism was 
brought to improve the response time of the project. In iteration 4, internal 
database is set up to further shorten the response time of the project by 
decrease database connection time. The following tests were executed to 
prove the assumption of  Figure 5-1. The different color represents the 
colored arrows in  Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3, Figure 4-4. 

5.2.1 The benefit of code offloading 

 
Figure 5-2: Comparison of implementation with or without code offloading 

 Figure 5-2 shows the timeline difference of using code offloading 
mechanism. The traditional way of data transferring fetch data from 
central server to mobile device and execute functions on the client side 
(mentioned in  ), while the project uploads the code and executes it in the 
cloudlet server. Code offloading method increases the complexity of the 
timeline, but it improves the speed. 
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Figure 5-3: Code offloading benefit to the project 

Time result of execution test shows in Figure 5-3, a Traditional way of 
application implementation performs well when the amount of data is 
small. When the fetch time increases and over 50 times per function, code 
offloading method outperforms the traditional implementation. The 
reason is that when fetch time is small, Docker configuration time 
overheads the data fetching time, which takes more time to execute. 
However, with container cache method and internal database 
implementation, the response time will be further shortened. Figure 5-3 
have enough evidence to show the superiority of code offloading 
mechanism. 

5.2.2 The benefit of function caching 

 
Figure 5-4: Comparison of implementation with or without function caching 

 Figure 5-4 shows the benefits of caching the containers on cloudlet server. 
Whenever a function is uploaded, Node.js server will check if the Docker 
container is on the server machine, if so, the Node.js server calls the 
container directly to run the function rather than rebuild it again. The 
previous status of Docker containers will be stored on cloudlet. 
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Figure 5-5: cache functions in container benefits the performance 

 Figure 5-5 shows the advantage of using cached function mechanism. With 
the previous container cached in Node.js server, the server doesn’t need to 
build the images or containers every time. The server will first check if the 
name of the function is already cached in the cloudlet, then decide the next 
operation. 

 The test case is under the third iteration, running in Java container. The 
function of the container connects to outside MySQL server through 
Node.js Server. In the graph, the cache mechanism shortened more than 
30% the response time when fetching time is over 1000. However, the 
bottleneck is due to the connection delay with the external database. In the 
graph, slope rate of the two occasions have a slight difference, it may due 
to the different compile time.  

 

Figure 5-6: Response time exclude data fetch between Docker and server 
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Figure 5-6 shows the total time exclude the function execution time. I 
triggered the function inside the Java container to test the speed of the 
function. Then I reduce this period from both occasions mentioned in  
Figure 5-5. This result excludes the influence of data transfer delay, which 
also shows the benefit from cache method. The slope rate keeps its 
differences and the cached group even have half the slope rate than not 
cached groups. And the time for container preparation and container 
schedule, which the red line shows, always keeps in 200 or 300 
milliseconds under 1000 fetches, which shows the limitation response time 
of this project. 

5.2.3 The benefit of Internal Database Implementation 

 
Figure 5-7: Comparison of implementation with internal or external database 

By implementing an internal database, the response time for function 
executions is shortened. In the previous model, the function inside Docker 
container sends an HTTP request to the local Node.js server to get MySQL 
data on the local machine. Because Node.js has a deficiency on parallel 
requests, so it has a quite long time consumption as is showed in  Figure 
5-5. However, this time delay can be optimized using an internal database 
installed in an Ubuntu-Java-Python Docker image.   Figure 5-7 shows the 
optimized part of response timeline. 

 

 Figure 5-8: Difference between internal or external database access 
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 Figure 5-8 shows the test cases of Java function with access to the internal 
or external database. Internal group data are tested by an Ubuntu image 
with Java, and MySQL installed, while external group data are tested by a 
simple Java Docker Image. It is interesting to find that external database 
performs better than an internal database when data fetching time below 
200. It may cause the communication time delay between MySQL and Java 
function inside Ubuntu image. Before 200 fetches, MySQL-Java delay is 
longer than Java-Node.js-MySQL delay. 

However, it also reveals that Java may not be the best choice for the 
function implementation, at least Node.js have a better connection with 
MySQL than Java. 

 
Figure 5-9: Internal database access time by Java or Python 

Python functions on the same Ubuntu container and  Figure 5-9 shows the 
comparison between Java and Python when connected to MySQL database. 
Figure 5-13 shows there is no response time difference between Java and 
Python functions when they all connect to the external database through 
the same Node.js Server. As a result, by compared the trends of Python and 
External group in  Figure 5-8, it is clear that with Python functions, internal 
database access always outperforms the external database access. 

 

5.2.4 Database connection delay in Java or Python 

 
Figure 5-10: Comparison of database connection delay in Java or Python 
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To find the exact difference between Java and Python, I made two 
assumptions, one is the data transfer time in Java is longer than in Python. 
Another is database connection time in Java is longer than in Python. Test 
cases are designed into two groups to test pure data transfer delay and the 
total time. In  Figure 5-10, database transfer time is divided into two parts, 
the connection time and transfer time. 

 

Figure 5-11: database connection delay in Java 

Figure 5-11 shows the pure data transfer time and total execution time of 
Java. It is obvious that Java has a great time consumption of MySQL 
connection. And execution time also increases linearly with the increase of 
fetch time. The slope rate of the two is the same which shows the 
connection speed is maintained at 500 milliseconds. 

 

Figure 5-12: database connection delay in Python 
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Figure 5-12 shows the data transfer time and total time for Python function. 
It has the similar attributes as is shown in Java group. Compared with 
Figure 5-11, Python group has almost the same MySQL data transfer time 
as Java. So, the conclusion may be drawn that the main bottleneck for 
internal database implementation is the connection with MySQL. 

5.3 Multitask and scaling evaluation 

Scaling test was carried out on 4 different occasions. By implementing the 
project with the external and internal database, the result of scaling tests 
various. To satisfy the scalable test, the project needs to handle with 
multiple devices. Multiple devices with multiple threads of Linux processes 
are simulated.  

The scaling test is simulated on Linux by using a fetch function, which 
fetches one data 800 times from database. The test is done by 50 times and 
has the average value. For scaling test, all response time in different 
threads are recorded and the average of response time on each of the thread 
are taken. 

For those tests with multiple containers as showed in Figure 5-14 and 
Figure 5-16, the containers in advance are duplicated and runs in different 
threads in different containers. 

5.3.1 Scaling test in with the external database 

 

Figure 5-13: scaling test with the single container and external database 

In develop iteration 3, an external MySQL database is implemented on the 
Linux machine together with the server. Whenever a function is uploaded 
and run on the machine, the server is asked to communicate with the 
external MySQL with HTTP GET requests. All the data the function needs 
are obtained by the server.  

The scaling test executes in two ways, one with a single container, another 
with duplicated containers. In the first case, as is shown in Figure 5-13, 
multiple devices connect to the same Docker container and run the 
functions in turns. Each function connects to the server and reads data 
from an external database. The compared group is shown in Figure 5-14, 
where all devices connect to an isolated container, and each container 
connects to the server. 
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Figure 5-14: scaling test with multiple container and external database 

The experiment shows that there is a slight difference between the two 
cases. The conclusion can be drawn that a single Docker container has the 
capability to dispatch all the processes into multiple threads, so there is no 
difference whether duplicate containers or not in scaling test. 

 

Figure 5-15: Java or Python scaling test with an external database 

In Figure 5-15, execution time increases linearly when the number of 
threads increases. The project couldn’t satisfy the scaling requirements in 
this iteration of implementation. In the figure, the line of Java and Python 
is very close, which indicates that there is no difference between using Java 
or Python under this implementation. The reason can be interpreted that 
whatever functions client has, they should use HTTP requests to obtain 
data, which have the same time consumption. The function under test is a 
fetch function without any calculation, so we can exclude the calculation 
speed difference between the two languages. 

A possible explanation of the scalable disability in this project may be that 
HTTP request in Node.js server cannot run in parallel. All the HTTP 
requests should be queued and run in serial. Another explanation is that 
the tested function has no intervals between each data fetch, so the server 
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is always busy and cannot schedule all the functions. The project may 
improve its capability under a real use case. 

To solve the scaling problem, the database was put into the container to 
exclude the bottleneck brought by the single external MySQL database. 

5.3.2 Scaling test in Ubuntu with an internal database 

As is shown in Figure 5-16 and   

Figure 5-17, two new implementations of the project have been brought out. 
An Ubuntu Docker image is created with MySQL, JVM, JRE, Python 
environment installed. Firstly, create an Ubuntu and install dependency 
files into the container. Then, save the condition of the container and 
duplicated the containers in the use of scaling tests. 

 

Figure 5-16: scaling test with the single container and internal database 

In Figure 5-16, single Ubuntu container is used to store and execute 
functions. All data are read from the internal Database using MySQL 
dependence library in Java or Python.  In   

Figure 5-17, duplicated Ubuntu containers are created and run in parallel 
during the scaling tests. Before each container starts to work, the developer 
should start the MySQL service in each Ubuntu container. 

   

Figure 5-17: scaling test with multiple containers and external database 
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The result of the two test cases has similar result due to the parallel feature 
of Docker containers. Developers don’t need to separate all the containers 
if only for scaling consideration.  

However, the response time for each thread still grows linearly with the 
increase of many threads. It indicates that the time delay doesn’t cost by 
Node.js server but the cloudlet itself. The cloudlet project has trade-offs 
having multiple threads running in parallel. Methods to improve the 
scalability of the project must focus on multicore implementation. 

 

Figure 5-18: Java or Python scaling test with an internal database 

Figure 5-18 also reveals there is a significant improvement in response time 
when using an internal database. Compared with Figure 5-15, internal 
MySQL has faster connection time and the time varies from different 
languages. It is obvious that Python has better connection speed than Java. 
It is mainly because of the execution file and better performance of Python 
Environment. This result also indicates that if the developer uses a proper 
language in this project structure, the function performance can be 
increased. 

5.4 Security Consideration 

It is necessary to ensure the security when transferring server code from 
mobile devices. Some solutions were mentioned before to increase the 
degree of security. However, some languages like Python or JavaScript 
doesn’t have compile time, so they should be sent directly from mobile 
devices to the server. 

Considering transfer security, all function with MySQL information on the 
server side are packed, so that users cannot get database information easily 
from the code embedded in the application. Another consideration is to use 
HTTPS protocol for server connection. It requires the developer issue a CA 
(Certification Authority) so that the program can verify if the code is 
listened or hacked by others. 
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Though devices on Linux with HTTPS connection are simulated and an 
HTTPS node server is built, but it cannot establish the connection between. 
It is caused by unissued certificate; HTTPS protocol cannot trust the 
certificate I generated on the server. 

5.5 Conclusion 

Both Node.js based cloudlet server and Android applications works well 
and have smooth communication. It proofs the feasibility to put client and 
server code in the same package. Code offload mechanism could also 
reduce responsive time when over 50 times data fetching. Docker image 
cache mechanism increases the response time by reducing image building 
time. The cloudlet PaaS is not scalable to support multiple UEs (User 
Equipment), which caused by limited throughput of Database. By using 
different function languages such as Java or Python, we may find 
significant difference on responsive time. 

5.6 Future Work 

There are still some works to do in the future iterations.  

To implement a real use case of the GreenIoT project. The CO2 reader is 
only a simplified demonstration to show the effectiveness of cloudlet PaaS 
applying in MEC. For other use cases, there will be more device to connect 
and face the scaling issue, which requires the server dealing with same 
requests from different devices. The amount of data and system complexity 
will extremely expand. The scalability can be implemented using 
knowledge including distributed systems and Ericsson’s cloud service. It 
may include data abstraction, data security, portable cloudlet, etc. Also, to 
implement the project on a real Gateway based on Ubuntu OS, it still needs 
to expand APIs for front-end developers to use. Design the API in detail 
can provide the developer a better scope of using the cloudlet PaaS to 
deploy their applications.  

To issue a certificate and realize HTTPS connection. As is shown in chapter 
5.4, HTTPS code is applied in this project but a third-party certificate for 
data for HTTPS protocol is not issued yet. After an HTTPS protocol is 
completely implemented, response delay and security test should be 
carried out as well.  TLS handshake could be also a choice to create safer 
transfer environment by using key exchange technique. It is also an area 
worth to investigate. 

To compare performance between AWS Lambda and the project. When the 
project passes the scalable test, and can be implemented in a real use case, 
the performance can be compared with AWS Lambda or other serverless 
architectures. Performance can be evaluated by the responsiveness, 
scalability, power saving and flexibility when using the same use case. 
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7 Appendix 

7.1 Restful API 

Table 7-7: Restful API designed for HTTP requests 

Type URL Description 
GET co2/hello Print “hello” to test connection 
GET co2/CheckDate Check density value with variables input 
GET co2/AddResponse Add data to MySQL database 
GET co2/DelResponse Delete data in MySQL by id 
GET co2/CompileJava Compile Java function in certain 

container 
GET co2/RunJava Run Java function in certain container 
GET co2/CompliePython Compile Python function in a certain 

container 
GET co2/RunPython Run Python function in a certain 

container 
GET co2/WriteMap/ Write value to a map structure. 
GET co2/ReadMap/ Read map value from a map structure 
POST co2/upload/Java Upload Java function to Java source 

directory 
POST co2/upload/Python Upload Python function to Java source 

directory 

Restful API is applied in Node.js server. HTTP Server listens to the request 
from clients and different Restful URL directs the request to different 
Node.js codes. Restful API defines the architecture of the web service and 
focus on the resources required by different request[27]. It is a standard 
for designing URLs in web server. Restful API is directly connected to 
Android API and it should be designed friendly to Android functions. Table 
7-7 shows the applied APIs used in the project. They directed all different 
functions into the server. 

7.2 MySQL API in Node.js 

Table 7-8: MySQL API designed for external database access 

Token Clause Description 
Q Select * from co2 where Choose a table 
Dtl date(datetime) = ? and 

time(datetime) = ? and location=? 
Import date time and 
location into inquiry 
sentence 

Id idCO2 = ? Import id into the 
inquiry 

Del Delete from Res where rescode = ? Delete data by id 
Add INSERT INTO `hengsha`.`Res` 

(`idRes`, `rescode`, `retvar`) 
VALUES (NULL,?,?) 

Add data to `hengsha` 
table 

Choose select * from Res where rescode = ? Select data by resid 

MySQL API is oriented to MySQL database. It contains the search 
command according to a different database in Node.js. Through MySQL 
API, MySQL command can be translated into Restful URL. Table 7-8 
shows the MySQL tokens and functions. These rules are used in for Node.js 
Server to get data from the local database. 
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7.3 Android API 

Table 7-9: Android API which can be used in the Android main activity 

Return 
DataType 

Functions and Input variable Description 

JSONArray readStream (InputStream in) Read and parse JSON data 
int WriteRes(Context context , 

String filename, String 
Language) 

Firstly, check if the 
function is cached. Then 
offload required file to 
the server. If 
successful returns 1. 
Otherwise returns -1. 

int Compile(String func, String 
Language) 

Compile the offloaded 
function in according 
container. If 
successful returns 1, 
else returns -1. 

boolean Run(String d1, String d2, 
String l, String rid, String 
cname, String Language, 
String function) 

Run a certain function 
in a certain language in 
a certain container. d1, 
d2, l, are input 
variables. rid is the 
reference number of the 
request. 

double valueread(String para1) Read return value from 
the server, the 
reference number is rid. 

Android API is oriented to front-end developers. It connects directly to the 
back-end server. Basic functions are packaged and ready to be reused by 
any front-end code. Table 7-9 are programmed Android classes which in 
charge of HTTP communications with Node.js Server. 

7.4 Function APIs 

Table 7-10: Function APIs in Java 

Return 
DataType 

Functions and Input variables Description 

double  getamount(String Target, 
String date, String time, 
String loc) 

Get density data by date 
time and location 

double  idgetdensity(Double id) Get density data by id 
JSONArray readStream(InputStream in) Read JSON object 
void Writevalue(String para1, 

double para2) 
Write map structure to 
the server 

 

Table 7-11: Function APIs in Python 

Functions and Input variables Description 
getamount(date,time,loc) Get density data by date time and 

location 
getid(rid) Get density data by id 
Writevalue(ret,var) Write map structure to the server 
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Function APIs are dependency files stored on the server where the 
offloaded functions stay. These dependency files are written in Java, 
Python and all kinds of languages according to specified language which 
needs to be offloaded to the server.  In this project, only Read/Write 
functions are used to set up connections between different containers to 
the server. Java and Python Function APIs are applied in the project. Table 
7-10 and Table 7-11 are different function APIs in charge of the 
communication between Android Client and Server. 
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